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Abstract: In order to study the movement characteristics of fuel in the fuel tank during aircraft ma-

neuvering, this paper conducts numerical simulations of a typical wing fuel tank using the finite 

point set method based on certain boundary conditions and excitation. The results show that the 

finite point set method can capture the complex phenomena of fuel free surface fluctuations, surg-

ing, rolling and breaking, as well as the change in center of gravity caused by fuel movement. Under 

aircraft acceleration and pitch angle excitation, fuel will generate sustained impact pressure on the 

fuel tank wall. The velocity attenuation of fuel flowing through the baffle communication hole is 

fast, and the flow resistance and energy dissipation of the communication hole buffer the impact of 

fuel on the fuel tank wall. 
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0. Introduction 

Maneuverability is one of the important performance characteristics of aircraft and a 

notable feature of high-performance fighter jets. The fuel tank is a vital component of the 

aircraft platform and the only part for fuel storage and transfer. During the maneuvering 

process, the fuel inside the tank undergoes intense motion under the influence of external 

forces, which can impact the tank's structure and flight stability. The movement of fuel 

can create a shock load on the fuel tank, so it is necessary to predict the areas affected by 

the shock load to prevent fatigue damage. The dynamic changes in the free liquid surface 

during fuel movement alter the mass distribution and liquid level height distribution 

within the tank, leading to a shift in the fuel's center of gravity, which can have adverse 

effects on the aircraft's flight attitude or stability. As the flight range increases, the mass 

of fuel carried by the aircraft also increases, and the fuel movement caused by maneuver-

ing can bring greater impact on the tank wall. Therefore, studying the motion character-

istics of fuel inside the tank under maneuvering excitation has important engineering ap-

plication value for flight stability and fuel tank safety. 

For the problem of free surface motion of liquids in limited space, it has attracted the 

attention of engineers from various countries [1-3]. Currently, numerical simulation meth-

ods for free surface problems mainly include Arbitrary Lagrange Euler (ALE) method, 

Volume of Fluid (VOF) method, and Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method. 

Among them, the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is a grid-free calcu-

lation method proposed by Lucy [4] and Gingold [5] in 1977, which has been widely used 

in the field of fluid dynamics [6-7]. Compared with traditional grid-based methods, the 

SPH method is suitable for simulating problems involving large deformations, free sur-

faces, moving boundaries, and deformable boundaries. It solves the problem of grid dis-

tortion caused by large deformations in traditional grid-based numerical methods when 

solving the problem of liquid shaking. However, the SPH method also has shortcomings 

or areas for improvement, such as poor calculation accuracy when particles are irregularly 

distributed, low algorithm stability, and incomplete boundary handling [8]. Literature [9] 
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proposes using a finite number of particles to discretize the fluid domain, with each par-

ticle carrying physical information such as velocity and pressure, called the Finite Pointset 

Method (FPM). This method is an important development of the SPH method in the field 

of grid-free calculation. 

The movement of fuel in a fuel tank under excitation is a complex and highly nonlin-

ear free surface phenomenon with randomness. Wang Li et al. [10] simulated the interac-

tion between fuel and the fuel tank during unmanned aerial vehicle launch using the Ar-

bitrary Lagrange Euler (ALE) method. Yang Shanglin et al. [11] used the finite element 

software ABAQUS and a traditional Volume of Fluid (VOF) method to obtain the shape 

changes of fuel during a semi-roll process. Yang Rui [12] simulated the fuel sloshing of a 

wing fuel tank under steady axis rotation using the ALE method, while Liu Fu et al. [13] 

used the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) method to calculate the fuel movement 

characteristics of an auxiliary fuel tank during pitch motion. 

The above-mentioned studies explored the free surface problem of fuel under simple 

working conditions using methods such as ALE, SPH, and VOF, but did not consider the 

movement of fuel under complex overloads. This paper uses the Finite Pointset Method 

(FPM) to numerically simulate the movement characteristics of fuel in a typical flat fuel 

tank during maneuvering. The aim is to capture the characteristics of the free surface, 

pressure, and velocity of the fuel, and to provide support for the safety design of aircraft 

fuel tank systems through in-depth analysis. 

For fuel tanks with a high liquid filling ratio (such as spacecraft propellant tanks, 

aircraft fuel tanks, and tanker trucks), the significant movement of the liquid in a short 

period of time during motion can cause changes in the system's center of gravity. This, in 

turn, may have adverse effects on the motion trajectory or attitude of liquid-carrying sys-

tems such as spacecraft, aircraft, and tanker trucks. The research findings presented in this 

paper can provide certain guidance and reference for the structural design of aircraft fuel 

tanks, overall design of aircraft, optimization of spacecraft propellant tanks, and the de-

sign of liquid-carrying ships and other related liquid-carrying systems. 

1. Research Object and Numerical Method 

1.1. Research Object 

The object of this study is the wing fuel tank located in the wing of the aircraft, re-

ferred to as the wing tank, as shown in Figure 1. The tank has a flat shape and a wall 

thickness of 3mm. The tank is equipped with baffles and related pipelines with flow holes 

inside, and the baffles mainly include multiple transverse frames and a longitudinal wall, 

dividing the tank area into multiple small compartments. The tank wall and pipelines are 

made of aluminum with a density of 2700kg/m3. The tank is not completely filled with 

liquid fuel, with a fill ratio of 85%. The density of the fuel is 780kg/m3. 

 
 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. Physical model of the fuel tank. (a) The shape of the fuel tank; (b) Internal structure; (c) 

Flow holes. 

To facilitate accurate capturing of the free liquid surface height and impact pressure 

at different locations, 8 virtual sensors are installed in the tank to measure the oil immer-

sion height, i.e. the corresponding liquid surface height at each position, and sense the 
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impact pressure of the fuel. The position coordinate information of each sensor in the tank 

is shown in Table 1, where the X coordinate is based on the origin of the aircraft nose, the 

Y coordinate is based on the aircraft horizontal reference plane, and the Z coordinate is 

based on the aircraft symmetry plane, with units all in meters. 

Table 1. Virtual Sensor Number and Location. 

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

X(m) 12.6 13.3 12.8 12.5 12.8 12.5 13.1 13.2 

Y(m) 3.7 4.8 4.8 4.3 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.9 

Z(m) 0.1 0.08 0.08 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

1.2. Numerical Calculation Method and Validation 

The motion of fuel can be described using the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations and the 

incompressibility condition. The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method treats 

the fuel fluid as a large number of discrete, freely moving particles. Based on kernel func-

tion interpolation, a correspondence between discrete particles and continuous physical 

fields can be established, achieving the discretization of the fluid fuel flow physical field. 

The field function approximation and point set approximation are two key aspects of 

the finite point set method. The integral expression 𝑓(𝑥) for the field function is as fol-

lows: 

𝑓(𝑥) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑥′)𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ)𝑑𝑥′
Ω

 (1) 

In the equation, 𝑓 is a three-dimensional coordinate vector, Ω is the volume fraction 

containing 𝑥, 𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥′, ℎ) is a smooth function, and ℎ is the smoothing length. The den-

sity of the point set within the computational domain affects the distribution layout of the 

points and the size of the smoothing length. The density of any point can be obtained by 

integrating the density of the neighboring particles around that point. 

𝜌𝑖 =∑𝑚𝑗𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=1

 (2) 

In the equation, 𝜌𝑖  represents the density of point 𝑖, 𝑚𝑗  represents the weight of 

point 𝑗, and 𝑊𝑖𝑗  represents the smooth function of point 𝑖, which is approximated at 

point 𝑖 by taking a weighted average of the function values of all points supported by it 

within its domain. 

𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 𝑊(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗 , ℎ) (3) 

The spatial distribution of the point set within the computational domain changes 

dynamically with time, and the number and positions of the points supported by point 𝑖 

are re-iterated at each time step. During the calculation, within the supporting domain of 

point 𝑖, other points exert an effect on it through a smoothing function, which is used for 

the integration interpolation of the central point 𝑖. 

To verify the credibility of the finite point set method in simulating the movement of 

fuel, a simulation of the movement of a simple elongated cylindrical fuel tank under exci-

tation was conducted and compared with the experimental results in reference [14], as 

shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the shape of the free liquid surface agrees well with 

the experimental results. Under excitation, the free liquid surface moves to the right and 

is constrained by the right boundary, resulting in a smooth surface with a high left side 

and low right side. As the excitation continues, the liquid on the right is squeezed to a 

certain degree and flips along the upper boundary to the left, causing collision during the 
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flipping process, and the edge of the free liquid surface is locally broken, forming splash-

ing. Therefore, based on the reference experimental results, the finite point set method has 

high credibility in simulating the movement of fuel in a fuel tank. 

  

(a) 

  
(b) 

Figure 2. Comparison of free surface shapes between experimental (left) and numerical simulation 

(right). (a) The surging process; (b) Flip and shatter. 

1.3. Boundary Conditions 

When the fuel moves in the fuel tank, it includes both the fluid domain occupied by 

the fuel and the solid domain of the fuel tank structure. Therefore, there is a boundary 

between the liquid phase and the solid phase. At the boundary between the two-phase 

media, the fuel cannot leave the fuel tank wall and cannot penetrate the fuel tank wall. 

Under the condition of neglecting the influence of fuel surface tension and air pressure in 

the fuel tank on the free liquid surface, the boundary conditions of the free liquid surface 

are as follows: 

𝜕𝜈𝑛
𝜕𝑡

+
𝜕𝜈𝜏
𝜕𝑛

= 0 (4) 

−𝑝 + 2𝜇
𝜕𝜈𝑛
𝜕𝑛

= −𝑝0 (5) 

Among them, 𝜈𝑛 is the normal velocity of the free liquid surface, 𝜈𝜏 is the tangential 

velocity of the free liquid surface, 𝑝, 𝑝0 are the pressures on the liquid side and air side of 

the free liquid surface, respectively. In terms of boundary treatment, for the internal 

boundary of the fuel tank, it is defined as a no-slip wall surface. The particle positions on 

this boundary remain fixed, so the velocity of particles on the boundary is zero. The free 

surface is represented by free boundary particles, and at the beginning of each time step, 

it is necessary to traverse and detect the free surface particles. 

 

1.4. External Excitation 

During actual aircraft maneuvering, it is subjected to various excitation factors such 

as lateral, heading, and normal accelerations, as well as pitch, roll, and other factors. Here, 

we focus on the influence of heading acceleration and pitch angle variation on fuel move-

ment, that is, the fuel in the tank is simultaneously affected by heading acceleration and 

pitch excitation. Figure 3 shows the heading acceleration and pitch angle variation during 

the aircraft maneuvering process. The overload process includes the loading and unload-

ing phases, both of which are completed in a short time. The 0-1.5s period is the loading 

phase, during which the acceleration rapidly increases to nearly 35 m/s2 and the flight 
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speed increases rapidly. After 1.5s, it enters the unloading phase, during which the accel-

eration decreases at a relatively low rate to 32 m/s2, then rapidly decreases to 23 m/s2, and 

then sharply decreases to nearly 5 m/s2. 

 

Figure 3. Curves of heading acceleration and pitch angle variation during the maneuver process. 

2. Results and Analysis 

2.1. Fuel Center of Gravity Variation 

Figure 4 shows the variation of the fuel center of gravity in the heading, pitch, and 

roll directions during the maneuver process. It can be observed that at the beginning of 

the maneuver, the acceleration increases sharply, causing the fuel inside the tank to accu-

mulate in the opposite direction of flight, leading to a rapid aft movement of the heading 

fuel center of gravity. Although the acceleration and pitch angle are still changing after 

1.5 seconds, due to the limited volume of the fuel tank, most of the fuel has filled the rear 

section of the tank, and the variation of the heading fuel center of gravity is not significant 

after 1.5 seconds. As the acceleration increases rapidly and the fuel flow is blocked by the 

baffle in the tank, the fuel gathers and flows through the flow holes on the baffle towards 

the wingtip direction, causing a gradual increase in the roll fuel center of gravity. Overall, 

the variation amplitude of the roll fuel center of gravity is relatively small. In the middle 

stage of the maneuver, the fuel rapidly gathers towards the tail of the aircraft, leading to 

a rapid increase in the vertical fuel center of gravity. Due to the relatively narrow size of 

the flat fuel tank and the inertia of fuel motion, a part of the accumulated fuel will move 

towards the front of the aircraft along the top of the tank. Under the influence of gravity, 

this part of the fuel will gradually fall to the bottom of the fuel tank. During the maneuver 

process, the fuel inside the tank repeats the process of movement and detachment, result-

ing in fluctuations in the vertical fuel center of gravity. 
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Figure 4. Curves of heading acceleration and pitch angle variation during the maneuver process. 

2.2. Free Liquid Level Analysis 

During the maneuvering process, the fluctuations of the fuel free liquid levels moni-

tored by eight sensors are shown in Figure 5. At t=0, the immersion heights of each sensor 

are basically consistent, all around 0.12m. Within the first 0.8 seconds of the maneuver, 

the immersion height of Sensor 1 fluctuates in a "double-peak" pattern, and eventually 

approaches zero, indicating that there is no fuel present at this location in the later stage 

of the maneuver. Sensor 2 is located in the middle area of the tank. Within the first 0.3 

seconds of the maneuver, the immersion height of Sensor 2 rapidly increases to its maxi-

mum position, and then remains at a stable high level, indicating that the fuel at this loca-

tion occupies the entire region between the bottom and top of the tank. The trend of the 

immersion height of Sensor 5 is similar to that of Sensor 1. The immersion heights of Sen-

sors 3, 4, and 6 are mostly below 0.05m, indicating that there is little or no fuel at these 

three measurement locations during the maneuver. From the immersion height curve of 

Sensor 7, it can be seen that the free liquid level at this location has rapidly and complexly 

changing characteristics. Within the first 1.5 seconds of the maneuver, the free liquid level 

oscillates through approximately six peaks/valleys with an average height of 0.07m. In the 

latter 1.5 seconds of the maneuver, the liquid level gradually decreases after experiencing 

three high-level oscillations of peaks/valleys, with the liquid level reaching a maximum 

of 0.23m and a minimum of 0.02m during the oscillation process. The immersion height 

of Sensor 8 remains below 0.05m in the early stage of the maneuver, and rapidly increases 

to and stabilizes at 0.22m at t=1.1s, indicating that this location has been rapidly filled with 

fuel. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Graph of the liquid level change monitored by the sensors. (a) Sensor 1-4 data; (b) Sensor 

5-8 data. 

2.3. Analysis of Fuel Impact Force 

Figure 6 shows the changes in fuel impact pressure monitored by the sensors during 

the aircraft maneuvering process. It can be seen that the pressure values at the positions 

of sensors 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are relatively stable, indicating that although there is fluctuation 

in the liquid level at these positions, the change in impact force is not significant. The 

pressure oscillation situation monitored by sensors 2, 7, and 8 is more complex. The three 

pressure curves monitored by sensors 2, 7, and 8 all have multiple peaks, which further 

indicates the existence of complex free surface phenomena at positions 2, 7, and 8. Alt-

hough the times when these peaks occur are different, the overall trend is that they grad-

ually decrease with damping. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Shock pressure change curve monitored by sensors. (a) Sensor 1-4 data; (b) Sensor 5-8 data. 

Figure 7 shows the fuel pressure field at a typical moment during aircraft maneuver-

ing. From a macro perspective, due to the continuous compression caused by the incom-

pressibility of fuel, there is a large pressure on the fuel tank wall. At the beginning of the 

maneuver, the aircraft's yaw acceleration rapidly increases, causing the fuel to move to-

wards the rear of the aircraft, and the resulting "water leap" or "traveling wave" causes 

impact pressure on the internal baffles and fuel tank wall panels. The internal crossbeams 

and longitudinal walls increase the damping of fuel movement, hindering large-scale 

movement of fuel. In addition, the flow resistance generated by the connecting holes on 

the baffles dissipates the kinetic energy induced by acceleration, so the fuel does not pro-

duce a large impact force on the fuel tank wall panels during movement. In areas where 

high pressure is generated locally, such as the intersection of the rear crossbeam and up-

per wall panel marked by the circular area, the maximum fuel pressure is about 2.3×105Pa. 

At t=1.5s, the aircraft acceleration reaches its maximum value, and the corresponding 

maximum impact pressure appears, with the maximum pressure position on the fuel tank 

rear wall panel and the right side panel. After t=1.5s, the aircraft's yaw acceleration grad-

ually decreases, and under the influence of inertia, the fuel surges towards the flight di-

rection, and the stress on the fuel tank wall panels gradually becomes uniform. 

  

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 
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(e) (f) 

Figure 7. Variation of fuel pressure field in the fuel tank. (a) t=0.24s; (b) t=0.51s; (c) t=0.99s; (d) t=1.50s; 

(e) t=2.52s; (f) t=2.97s.  

2.4. Analysis of Fuel Velocity Field Characteristics 

Figure 8 shows a speed field segment of the fuel free surface during the maneuver 

process, from relative calmness to significant motion. Overall, the flow field inside the fuel 

tank is relatively turbulent, and the fuel will impact the upper wall of the tank during 

motion, resulting in a "sloshing" phenomenon; the free surface appears as a steep slope 

for a period of time. In the initial stage of the maneuver, the fuel tends to gather and move 

backward. Due to the inertial effect, under the combined action of acceleration and pitch 

coupling, the free surface exhibits significant stratification, and the fuel velocity decreases 

rapidly at the flow-through holes of the transverse bulkhead and longitudinal walls. At 

t=0.51s, due to the superposition of the fuel inertia in the early stage, the free surface phe-

nomenon becomes more complex, with significant surface fragmentation; the fuel at the 

circular marker inside the compartment moves backward and fills the tail, forming an oil-

free zone. By t=0.99s, the oil-free zone expands, and almost all the fuel in the front moves 

backward. After t=1.5s, the fuel free surface exhibits significant fragmentation. 

  

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 
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Figure 8. Variation of fuel velocity field in the fuel tank. (a) t=0.24s; (b) t=0.51s; (c) t=0.99s; (d) t=1.50s; 

(e) t=2.52s; (f) t=2.97s.  

3. Conclusion 

Based on the simulation analysis of fuel movement characteristics in a typical flat fuel 

tank during aircraft maneuvering, the following conclusions can be drawn:  

The feasibility and effectiveness of the finite point set method in simulating the free 

liquid surface motion of fuel have been verified, and the simulation method can be ex-

tended to the study of free surface characteristics of fuel tanks in other aircraft models. 

Complex phenomena such as fluctuation, surge, rolling, and fragmentation of the 

fuel free surface during aircraft maneuvering have been captured, as well as the resulting 

changes in fuel center of gravity, which can serve as a basis for assessing the safety of 

aircraft center of gravity. 

The fuel velocity attenuation through the connecting holes of the internal baffle in 

the fuel tank is relatively rapid, and the flow resistance caused by the connecting holes 

buffers the impact of the fuel on the tank wall. 

This work only analyzes the motion characteristics of fuel under the influence of air-

craft heading acceleration and pitch, but in reality, the aircraft's maneuvering process may 

also include parameters such as roll acceleration and angular acceleration. These param-

eters will undoubtedly have an impact on the fuel motion inside the fuel tank. Therefore, 

in future research, the effects of roll acceleration and angular acceleration will be incorpo-

rated to comprehensively analyze and study the motion characteristics of fuel under the 

combined influence of multiple excitation factors. 
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